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ABSTRACT 

     A new compound distribution is extended in this article, the Lomax distribution by using the Topp-Leone 

generated family. The statistical properties as Quantile function, moments and distribution of order statistics are 

studied. Maximum likelihood method is discussed and the element of the information matrix, differential 

entropy are provided. Simulation study is conducted to assess the performance of the parameters of Topp Leone 

Lomax distribution. An application is used to show that our distribution is better than one based on the Lomax 

and Exponentiated Lomax distribution. 

Keywords: Topp-Leone; Lomax distribution; moment generating function; the differential entropy; 

Information matrix; Simulation study. 

1. Introduction 

Lomax distribution or Pareto typeII distribution, which is heavy tail probability distribution, is 

useful in business, economics and queuing theory. It is named after K.S.Lomax. Using Topp-Leone 

distribution [8], Sangsanit and Bodhisuwan[6]  introduced a new framework for generating lifetime 

distributions, called Topp-Leone generated (TLG) family distribution. 

Nadarajah and Haghighi [3] discussed a new generalization of the exponential distribution, named 

Nadarajah- Haghighi distribution and using the Topp-Leone generated family of distribution which 

was introduced in [6] by Sangsanit & Bodhisuwan, deduced a new model and discussed all its 

properties. Also, Yousof and Korkmaz [9] discussed and introduced a new model called the Topp-

Leone Nadarajah- Haghighi distribution. 

A new model called Topp-Leone Lomax distribution has been introduced, where the Lomax 

distribution is extended by using the Topp-Leone generated family. We discuss in Section (2) the 

Generalization of new model and some of its properties. In Section (3) we derive some statistical 

properties as quantile, moments. Maximum likelihood estimation and estimates parameters are 

derived in (4), Differential entropy is obtained in (5), A simulation study along with real data set are 

introduced in Sections (6) and (7) respectively to show the flexibility of the new model. 

 

2. Mixed Topp-Leone Lomax distribution 

A random variable X is said to have a Lomax distribution if its probability density function (pdf) 

and cumulative distribution function (cdf) are defined respectively as 

   (1) 
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     (2) 

where is a shape parameter and  is a scale parameter. 

Inserting (1) & (2) in Topp-Leone generated family distribution which was introduced by Sangsanit, 

Bodhisuwan[8] given by: 

                                                 (3)  

                                             (4)                              

where  is the shape parameter, the pdf & cdf of TOPP-leone Lomax Distribution (TLL), 

            (5)                                         

                                                                  (6)                                       

where   . The model in (5) and (6) will be called Topp-Leone Lomax distribution.  

The hazard rate function of TLL is given by 

   

                            (7)                                               

Also reliability is defined as  

 

                                                                                             (8)                                          

Some graphical representations are introduced, Figs. (1), (2), (3) and (4) show the different shapes of 

pdf , cdf, Hazard rate function and reliability respectively at different parameter values. 

         

     Fig.1. pdf for some parameter values                        Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution function (cdf)  
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  Fig. 3. Hazard rate function   Fig. 4. Reliability function  

From the Fig. 3, we observe the hazard rate function increases to the maximum value, decreases 

steadily.  

 

3. SOME STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 

3.1. The Quantile Function 

        quantile function can define by: 

        

        From Equation (6) 

       

          (9) 

For u=0.5, the median is 

                                                                       (10)   

 

3.2. Moments 

If  is a random variable with pdf & cdf (5) & (6), so the moment is given by 

      

 
(11)                                                   

      Applying  binomial series 

              ,  
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Then 

                            , 

where                                                                                                (12) 

Put r=1, the expected value of TLL distribution is given by 

                                     (13)                                          

by putting r=2 at (12) ,we get 

          (14)                                            

From Equations (13) & (14) we can obtain the variance of TLL distribution, where 

            

 

3.3. Moment Generating Function          

      Moment generating function of TLL distribution from (5) & (6)  

 

 

 

   (15)                                

 

3.4. Distribution of order statistics 

   Let  be the order sample for a continuous population with pdf f(x). The 

pdf  of  the  order statistics is given by  

 

 

So, the distribution of the minimum and maximum order statistics of TLL are given by 
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  (16)                        

                                                    (17)                                                                                                                                   

4. Maximum Likelihood estimations 

           The parameters of TLL has been estimated by using maximum likelihood estimation. Let 

 a random sample has density function given in (5), then likelihood function is given 

by 

 

The log likelihood function is given by 

                                                                         

       (18)                                                                                                                                                     

   Differentiating the Equation (18) with respect to  we obtain score vector 

( , where elements of score vector are given by 

                                                      (19) 

                                 

   (20)                           

     (21)                            

To obtain the MLE of parameters by setting non-linear system of equations 

,solving them and choosing the solution which give the best value of the maximum 

likelihood equation. Then  Fisher information matrix is derived by differentiating Equation 

(19), (20) and (21) once more with respect to the three parameters  to give 
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The elements of this matrix are as follows 

                                                                                                          (22)                                                         

                                                                  (23)                                                       

                                                                          (24)                                                       

                                                                   (25)                                                     

 

               (26)  

                                                                                                                                                      (27) 

                                                                                (28)                                           

 

                                                                                                   (29)                                                  
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                                                                                                                   (30)                                 

5. The differential entropy 

   The differential entropy is a concept in information theory that began as an attempt by Shannon 

to extend the idea of entropy. Let X be random variable from the TLL distribution, the differential 

entropy A(x) can be defined as: 

  

From Equation (5) the differential entropy of (TLL) model can be written as 

                                                                                                                                             (31) 

  

 

                                                                                                                                              (32)                                                                                                                                          

6. Simulation study 

       Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to see the performance of MLE of TLL . All results 

were obtained from 1000 Monte Carlo replication simulation. The random number generation is 

obtained from quantile function, given by (10). By generating N=1000 samples sizes 10, 25,50 & 75 

of  TLL .The mean, variance, bias and mean squared error(MSE) for each parameter was computed 

using matrix likelihood estimation. It is observed that the mean, variance and MSEs of the parameters 

 decreases as the sample size increases. All results of this simulation are recorded in Table1. 

Table1: The empirical Means, Variances, Biases and MSEs of TLL distribution. 

N Parameter Mean Variance Bias MSE 

10  

 

 

4.9089 

1.5069 

0.50.52 

2.6016 

1.0200 

0.2492 

-0.2511 

1.2699 

0.4827 

2.6647 

2.6328 

0.4822 

25  

 

 

4.7373 

0.9687 

0.2485 

1.7896 

0.6011 

0.2285 

-0.0226 

0.7317 

0.2035 

1.7901 

1.1366 

0.2699 

50  

 

 

4.6469 

0.7269 

0.1269 

1.3256 

0.1424 

0.0629 

-0.3130 

0.48999 

0.08198 

1.4236 

0.3825 

0.06967 
 

7. Real data application 

       Some mathematical examples were introduced; the maximum likelihood method is applied to 

estimate the parameters of our model and following criteria were used: Negative Log-Likelihood 
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value, Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC), Corrected Akaike 

Information Criteria (AICC), Hannan & Quinn Information Criteria (HQIC). A comparison was made 

using Topp- Leone Lomax  , Lomax and Exponentiated Lomax distribution[1]. 

where 

       AIC=                 

      BIC=     

      AICC=  

     HIQC=  

Where is the number of parameters and  is the number of observations. 

The data of the example about strengths of 1.5 cm glass fibers at the UK National Physical 

Laboratory. Data given in Table 2 has previously been used by Smith and Naylor [6].  The 

observations are as follows: 

Table 2:  

0.55 0.74 0.77 0.81 0.84 1.24 0.93 1.04 1.11 1.13 

1.30 1.25 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.48 1.36 1.39 1.42 1.48 

1.51 1.49 1.49 1.50 1.50 1.55 1.52 1.53 1.54 1.55 

1.61 1.58 1.59 1.60 1.61 1.63 1.61 1.61 1.62 1.62 

1.67 1.64 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.70 1.68 1.68 1.69 1.70 

1.78 1.73 1.76 1.76 1.77 1.89 1.81 1.82 1.84 1.84 

2.00 2.01 2.24 
 

Table 3: The criteria for the data set. 

Distribution Max. Likelihood Estimates   AIC BIC AICC HQIC 

Lomax 
0.9145, 0.746282 

119.07 242.14 246.426 242.34 243.822 

Exponentiated 

Lomax  
0.02577, =0.0554 

266.03 538.06 544.48 538.46 540.58 

Topp- Leone 

Lomax 
=5.428  

35.2935 76.58 83.015 76.98 79.114 

  By using a real data set in another example shows the TLL is better model than one based on 

Lomax and Exponentiated Lomax distribution. The data set given in Table4 taken from Lawless [2]. 

The data are number of million revolutions before failure for each of the 23 ball bearings in the life 

tests 

Table 4.  

17.88 28.92 33.00 41.52 42.12 45.60 

48.80 51.84 51.96 54.12 55.56 67.80 

68.44 68.64 68.88 84.12 93.12 98.64 

105.12 105.84 127.92 128.04 173.40  

 

Table 5: The criteria for the data set 

Distribution Max. Likelihood Estimates      AIC BIC AICC HQIC 

Lomax 
0.1573, 0.1104 

161.047 326.094 328.364 326.694 326.665 

Exponentiated 

Lomax  
0.03398, =0.075 

178.013 362.026 365.432 363.289 362.872 

Topp- Leone 

Lomax 
=1.34  

114.423 234.846 238.252 236.109 235.702 

. 
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From Tables 3 and 5, the new model Topp-Leone Lomax distribution fits better than the other 

distributions, where it gives the minimum value for Log likelihood ,AIC, BIC, AICC & HQIC 

criterions.  

8. Conclusions 

     Topp-Leone Lomax distribution which extends the Lomax distribution by using the Topp-Leone 

generated family was introduced. Several properties were derived, quantile function, moments, 

distribution of order statistics and the differential entropy. Parameters are estimated by maximum 

likelihood method. Real data sets are applied to demonstrate that the TLL has the lowest AIC, AICC, 

BIC and HQIC statistics among all other models.  
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ليون لوماكس -وزيع توبت  

 د.سلوى سعيد رضوان محمود

زهر )فرع القاهره(كليه العلوم بنات جامعه اال  

Salwa_1977@hotmail.com 

 الملخص العربى: 

بعتتا الخئتتائس االساستتيه لتتتيا التوزيتتع  تم تقديم دراسه توزيع لوماكس باستخدام عائله توب ليون ،وقد تم استتتنطا 

ستتتخدام بيانتتات المميزه واالنتروبيا وتقدير الطارامترات ، كمتتا تتتم عتترف مئتتعوفه المعلومتتات وا منتا الداله الكميه والداله

يح المرونه والقتتدره علتتث تمايتتا الطيانتتات الحقيقيتته،و تتتم حقيقيه كتططيق لتيا التوزيع مع مقارنته مع توزيعات اخرى لتوض

  دراسه محاكاه الثطات تأثير العينه علث تقدير الطارامترات.

 


